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About Akupe,
our products and quality
Akupe brand is established in Peru – South America, dedicated to the crafting of
scarves made only with natural fibers. What you are going to see in this portfolio is
the 08/09 collection which is entirely made of baby alpaca, one of the finest natural fibers in the hole world.
Akupe has a special commitment with the excellence in the crafting of our scarves,
paying much attention to every detail to take care of our customer from the making to the sell and even after, listening to their needs to help them be even more
satisfied with our scarves and service.
Akupe also cares for our main clients, the retail stores, taking the sales process
very seriously, and making it as simple as possible for them. Providing them, easy
access and support through the importation process, helping them to be final destination of the products, and increasing their overall percentage of earnings.
In the following pages you will find the models and suggested colours of the 08/09
collection to see for yourself the perfection of one of the most exclusive natural
fibers in the world and the best crafting of the Andes.
We hope you like the 08/09 collection and if you have any questions or want to
order an Akupack, please contact us.
Charcoal “Akupe Rbt” by José Gómez

Best Regards,
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RzClassic 08 / 09

“Old School
Beauty”
Dimensions
Length:180 cm
Width: 18 cm
Weight: 320 gr (Aprox)
Material: 100% Baby Alpaca

T

he Rz classic model presents scarves
in their natural colors using real alpaca hair with no-dying process. The
alpaca wool is softer than cashmere
and 4 times warmer than lamb’s wool,
which makes alpaca one of the world’s
most exclusive fibers.
With no doubt the scarf that reveals the
standards of elegance and luxury of Akupe.
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RzSuit 08 / 09

T

he Rz suit model was specially designed to
be a warm companion when wearing a suit,
its short design with no fringes meets your expectations of something comfortable and good
looking at elegant occasions.

tie’s
“A greatsoulmate
”
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Dimensions
Length: 140 cm
Width: 17 cm
Weight: 240 gr (Aprox)
Material: 100% Baby Alpaca
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RzSlim 08 / 09
T

he slim model of Rz calls the
attention because of its stylish design. Its slim shape with
classic fringe at the ends, make
the perfect presentation for a
fancy high-class scarf.

up
“Bright
your day”

The slim scarf presents a colorful
alternative to show the elegance
and beauty of the Rz line, and
was carefully designed to be
very versatile, so you can take
the luxury and charm of Akupe
all around the city.

Dimensions
Length: 180 cm
Width: 13 cm
Weight: 230 gr (Aprox)
Material: 100% Baby Alpaca
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Jw 08 / 09

Dimensions

“Celebration
of luxury”
Exit View

Length: 170 cm
Width: 16 cm
Weight: 260 gr (Aprox)
Material: 100% Baby Alpaca

T

his elegant design of solid intense
colors stands out for its style and
charm. Strokes of color added to this
simple design that has no fringes and
it’s hand-finished quality, presents
the JW as the perfect neckwear to
celebrate.
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home
“ Take
to a city day”
Dimensions
Length: 165 cm
Width: 16 cm
Weight: 260 gr (Aprox)
Material: 100% Baby Alpaca
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Ky 08 / 09
T

he KY model, the most urban scarf by Akupe,
with its classic and elegant combinations and
a casual touch are beautifully designed bringing
to life this exceptional scarf.
The distinctive charm, personality and brightness
of its soft hand made quality, added to the great
luxury of the alpaca fiber, make the KY model a
sophisticated companion for life in the city.
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Fn 08 / 09

T

he FN model, the wildest scarf by
Akupe presents 2 & 3 color combinations in the most intense and vibrant colors of the collection.
The simple and colorful design of the
FN and its beautiful hand finished details meet to make you feel the joy of
being well dressed.

Dimensions

“Add anforU fun
”
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Length: 170 cm
Width: 14 cm
Weight: 225 gr (Aprox)
Material: 100% Baby Alpaca
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Mg 08 / 09
T

he Mg, the most unpredictable
of the 08/09 collection. Its joy
full and sophisticated shape in a
random design of intense tones
and fringes work together to convey the charisma and personality
which are distinctive of the 08/09
collection.
The clever process developed by
Akupe, lets every single Mg love
a different pattern, as well as its
hand finished features, making
each garment unique.

“Aofmix
good taste”

Dimensions
Length:175 cm
Width: 17 cm
Weight: 300 gr (Aprox)
Material: 100% Baby Alpaca
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Rbt 08 / 09
T

he asymmetry and contrast of its
design makes the Rbt model a very
versatile and ideal scarf for any occasion its casual colors and particularly
exotic design, make Rbt a delightful
alpaca scarf to wear every day of the
week.

“KeepMoving
”
Dimensions
Length:170 cm
Width: 17 cm
Weight: 275 gr (Aprox)
Material: 100% Baby Alpaca
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For more images of the 08/09 Akupe collection,
please visit our web site

Go to:

www.akupescarves.com
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Samples
* All the payments must be made
in American Dollars (USD)

Akupe samples are available for all customers
who want a first contact with our products
without placing a big order.
Samples are available worldwide and the shipping costs are included in the price of it.

Purchase Procedure
• First you must make the payment for the
sample in any of the methods of payment
we offer (Bank deposit or by Western Union
money transfer).
• After the payment is done you must fill the
Sample Form, having special care with the
precision of the information you declare.
You must declare the shipping address and
other relevant information. Also, you have
to fill information that confirms the payment has been done.
• Once we confirm the payment, and after
we receive the filled Sample Form, in less
than five business days your sample will
leave our warehouse and will be shipped to
the address you declared.
• The price of a sample for Europe is
US$120.00 and includes one RzClassic scarf
and the cost of shipping.

Bank Deposit or Transfer
Account Number
SWIFT Code
Company Name
Country
Province
City
Company Address
Bank Name
Bank Official Address

215-1637370-1-17
BCPLPEPL (bcplpepl)
Hidekel S.R.L.
Peru
Arequipa
Arequipa
Urb. Villa Hermosa A-9 (Cercado)
Banco de Credito del Perú
Calle San Juan De Dios 123, Arequipa-Perú

Western Union
Recipient name
Identity card (DNI)
Phone Number
Country
Province
City
Address
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José Roca Gamarra (General Manager)
70007780
(5154) 9023386
Perú
Arequipa
Arequipa
Urb. Villa Hermosa A-9 (Cercado)
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Shipping Information
Shipping by Akupe
Delivered to your door

Delivered to the Airport

We offer the best service from DHL to our customers worldwide. With the
“Delivered to your door” service you will receive your order in whatever
address you set for deliver.

You have the option to choose this method in which we will deliver your
order to the nearest airport from you.

When the customer chooses this shipping method we’ll provide all the
necessary documents and information in order to avoid some importation taxes (because of many trade agreements between Peru and the UK,
United States, Canada and the European Union) in your country’s custom.
We will cover all the legal and taxes payments that are required by the
Peruvian government.
Also, you’ll need to pay all of the taxes and legal payments in your country, like the VAT (Value Added Tax), or any other regular corresponding
payment.
The estimated time of arrival is 7 days approximately to the UK. The price
for this service varies between £2.00 and £6.50 per scarf depending on the
desired number of pieces
Your order will be insured by DHL, covering all the value of the order in
case of damage or lost.
We recommend this method for small and medium sized orders.

If you select this shipping method we’ll also provide all the documents
necessaries so you can avoid some importation taxes, and we will cover
all the legal and taxes payments that are required by the Peruvian government.
You will have to contract a custom agent, and perform all procedures and
payments in order to withdraw your order.
Also, you’ll need to pay all of the taxes or any corresponding payment.
The price for this service varies depending on the ordered quantity. If you
are planning to make an order and to choose this shipping method, let us
know, so we can make an estimated price depending on the volume of
the order, and the final destination.
Your order will be insured by an external company, covering all the value
of the order in case of damage or lost.
We recommend this shipping method for very large orders.

Shipping by the client
If for any reason you would like to pick up, or to contract a company, you
can take charge of all of the importation procedure. We’ll provide all the
documents necessaries so you can avoid some importation taxes, but the
customer has to cover all the legal and taxes payments in Peru. We will only

have responsibilities until the order leaves our warehouse. This method is
recommended if the customer have experience with the importation and
legal procedures, and also in case the customer has importation accounts
with a mayor courier like DHL, TNT or Fedex.
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